Abstract-In this article, we propose a model that can be used to study the costs and benefits of integrating cellular and Wireless LANs, from a vendor and a user perspective. We explain the model and the approach to calculate the costs for a simple handoff topology that supports a voice call across a cellular and a WLAN. The mobility model, which can he used to estimate the probability of a cellular user entering a WLAN while moving within the "Location Area" of the cellular network, is the main contribution of this work The mobility model takes into account a normal user movement and a biased user movement based on a 2D random walk model. We show how this model could he used to study the costs and benefits to the vendor and the user, especially if a user were to be supported with call continuity across the two networks and the vendor had to hear the extra costs of handing over an active call. We have restricted our analysis to a scenario where the user with an active voice call moves from the cellular network to the WLAN. Graphs and discussions are provided to demonstrate the use of the model to study the integration benefits, from a vendor and a user DersDective. .~
INTRODUCTION
The idea of an integrated ccllular and wireless LAN for service support is very appealing to both the vendor and the mobile user community. The complementary features of the two technologies are the prime reason for this. The authors are currently working on a framework to support global roaming across heterogeneous wireless networks. Part of the framework' study involves the costbenefits analysis of such an integrated setup. In this paper, we introduce a model, which can be used to estimate the costbenefits in integrating these two technologies from hotb the user and the vendor perspective. Though a number of case studies would arise under such an integrated scenario, we restrict the presentation to the application of the model and associated cost analysis to support a voice call across the two networks. (The infrastructure costs are not taken into consideration.) To our knowledge, there is no such model available to date for such studies and hence we do not provide any comparisons. The model is flexible and can be extended to hexagonal cells, different WLAN coverage areas and overlapped cells.
We conduct studies using two mobility models -an unbiased mobility model and a biased mobility model. The biased mobility model takes into consideration the preferred user movement, if he is aware of a cheaper WLAN option available in the vicinity.
' This work is sponsored and funded under the Cisco URP grant and the Lab for Applied Computing, RIT The next section gives some assumptions made to restrict the scope of the work presented. This is followed by the section which describes a simple handoff topology and the signaling information flow for a voice call handoff. The subsequent section explains the mobility model used. Analysis of the unbiased and the biased models are provided. The section that follows provides some statistics on expected WLAN entries (by roaming cellular users) and introduces some user-mix distributions to be used for the vendor cost analysis. The section that follows provides the cost calculations, graphs and discussion from a vendor and a user perspective. A delay analysis has been added to highlight the effects of such integration on the user perceived delays. The last section provides conclusions and future work.
11. ASSUMPTIONS Due to space considerations we have limited the scope of study and analysis presented. Following were the assumptions made in this regard.
The cell in the cellular network and thc WLAN Access Point (AP) coverage are assumed to be square in shape The WLAN occupies one square cell in the middle of a "Location &ea" in the cellular network. No overlap issues are considered. The mobility modcl has been developed based on these assumptions. Ideas to extend the study to hexagonal cells and overlapped coverage areas can be found in [ l , 21.
The Location Area in the cellular network has been restricted to 5*5 square cells and hence is square shaped. This Location Area (LA) is under one Visitor Location Area (VLR) coverage area of the cellular network.
The Mobile Node (MN) is considered to be in the Home Network. A simple roaming and handoff scheme from cellular to WLAN, with call re-direction occurring at the MSCigateway is considered. The handoff and associated cost study has been restricted to voice calls. A 'forward' handoff mechanism from the WLAN is considered which could result in loss of some voice packets. It is assumed that in the WLAN voice calls will be supported via Voice over IP.
A unit called URAC (User Registration and Authentication Center) is assumed to accommodate for initiation of any registration requests and authentication by the Home Location Area (HLR) of the cellular network.
III. THE HANDOF' F TOPOLOGY
The handoff topology shows the main network elements that will be involved in handing off a voice call from the cellular network to the WLAN. The topology is selfexplanatoiy.
The information flow for this topology implementing a forward handoff is given below in Figure 2. (Authentication and association between MN and AF' are not shown.) The messages are numbered and have selfexplanatory names. Where more than one message performs the same function, the numbers of these messages are appended at the end of the message name. The shaded triangular blocks are points of database accedprocessing. A regular Markov chain model has been used in both cases. This model will provide an estimate on the average number of times that a user will transit into the WLAN cell, while performing a random walk in the LA of the cellular network. This value is necessary to estimate the extra cost incurred by the vendors for signaling and processing handoff between cellular and WLAN. A.
Unbiased Mobiliry model Figure 3 shows the LA cells numbered to help develop the unbiased mobility model. A user in cells with identical numbers will have a similar mobility pattern. Hence, there are six categories of cells, based on the mobility pattern of the user. Cell number 6 is the WLAN cell. Starting from any cell 1, 2, 3 etc we are interested in the average number of transitions a user makes into cell 6 i.e. the WLAN cell. All cells in adjacent LA are numbered 7. The state transition diagram for this model is given in figure 4. As this is an unbiased model, the probability of transition kom any cell to the adjacent cell is equal to %. Transition into statelcell 6 is indicated by dotted lines. The probability transition matrix for state transition diagram of figure 4 is given in equation 1.
. , Given the probability transition matrix the average number of times a user roams into the WLAN cell can he calculated. This is given in the next section. When movement into the WLAN cell occurs, location update/ handoff will be initiated. B.
Biased Mobility Model
Users aware of WLAN coverage in the vicinity would tend to move into this cell, due to the lower costs for voice call and higher bit rate for data connections. Hence, the second model introduces some bias in the user movement. The transition probabilities from cells 4 and 5 are biased towards the WLAN cell 6. (To avoid cluttering the picture all other transitions and cells numbered 7 are not shown in figure 5.)
We have selected some transition probabilities that show the biased movement of the user towards the WLAN cell. Other values can he used. The state transition diagram for the biased model will be similar to that in Figure 4 but with different transition rates, hence it is not repeated. The transition probability matrix for the biased model is given in equation 2.
C.
From the transition probability matrix P (given by equations 1 &2), the fundamental matrix Z for the regular Markov chain is given by equation 3.
In this equation A is the limiting matrix determined by P, where each row of A comprises of the same probability Within a LA in a cellular network, the user population would be a mix of users making variable number of steps during their routine daily movement. We have tentatively 'aggregated' the users, as users making 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 steps. We have then selected a few distributions as a representation of the mixed-user population in a given LA.
These are shown in graph 1. The first distribution 'unil' is a uniform distribution with a high peak; the second uniform distribution 'uni2' is more flat. The next distribution 'hi' reflects predominantly highly mobile users and the last one 'lo' has predominantly low mobile users. A constant distribution 'equal' is also included. Graph 1 gives the distribution plots used to get an estimate on the user mix. Graph 2 is the extra signaling costs (i.e. proportional to the average number of WLAh' entries) that will be.incurred by the vendor to support handoff for the different user distributions for the unbiased and the biased mobility models.
Graph 1 -user distribution t u n i l *mi2
Let yF1 be the number of times that a process is in the state Sj in the first k steps, then if Mi [yi'"] is the mean number of times the process is in state Sj starting from state Si and if E,,,,,,,, is the average number of WLAN entries -from the analytical model this is given by is given by equation 4. 
D.
Usesefirl 
Some tentative values have been assumed for the various parameters just to demonstrate the applicability of the model and to determine when the vendor would cut even if he were to provide call support across cellular and WLAN. The values used are cl=1.5, c2=0.75, c3=0.5, a,,,=l, ahI,=1.5, K= 1 0 , '~ = O S and q = 0.05.
Graph 3 is a plot of the per user cost i n c w e d by the vendor. For comparison, we have provided the cost plot for the "only cellular network" case. The costs to the vendor to support a highly mobile user would be higher, as the probability of his WLAN entry is high. We also notice in the graph that if the message transmissions are weighted more compared to the database costs, then the costs incurred by the vendor is high, because of the number of signaling messages that are exchanged as compared to only three database access. If more time is spent in the cellular network per call i.e. if 'T is higher, then the costs incurred are more -an upward shift in the graph can be noticed. There is a point where the vendor will cut even; this depends on a number of statistics. This cutoff point is of interest to the vendor. The vendor can apply this model and any actual costs to estimate this value.
We have not included the plots for the biased mobility model. Obviously the costs would be higher due to more signaling requirements. Lower values of q would make it more attractive for the vendor to support such shared calls.
A more useful statistic would be the costs incurred for the different user population under a given "Location Area". Hence, in graph 4 we plot the costs for the different user populations that we identified in graph 1. For comparison purposes, we have provided the cost plot for the "no W L A N case. The user distributions are shown in x axis, the total costs inclusive of call support and signaling costs are given in the y axis. We find that except for the case where 'T is high (0.5 and more), and the message transmission costs are heavily weighted, the vendor's total costs will be less with integration than if there had been no integration even if handover signaling costs are included. (14) (15) Graph 5 , gives the cost benefit to a user who has his call supported partly in the cellular network and partly in the WLAN. For the graphs y was maintained at 5 units, e was varied from 0.05, 0.1 to 0.3 and 'T was varied from 0.3 to 0.8 in steps of 0.1. e was maintained quite high in these calculations to show the extent of benefit to the user even if the cost ratio were not so favorable to the user.
Obviously, the user would benefit even if part of his call were supported in the WLAN. This is clear from the plots in Graph 5 , which shows that the more time he spends in the WLAN, the less his total cost. The different plots for various values of 8, show that as I3 increases, i.e. if the WLAN cost is a higher fraction of the cellular cost, the gain to the user is less. Though this scheme benefits the user, in terms of cost, he might face some delays due to the handoff and some voice quality loss due to VoIP.
In the next section, we provide some analysis on the delays that a user can suffer due to the handoffs, especially if there is a heavy traffic at the HLR and the URAC.
D. Delay Calculations
Average service rate at database in jobdmilliseconds Average job arrival rate at database in jobsimilliseconds qhir -arrival rate of jobs at the HLR, q--arrival rate ofjohs at the URAC Processing time at the databases in milliseconds = r Waiting time before service databases in milliseconds Wired transmission delay for simple messages in ms Wired transmission delay for complex messages in ms Transmission dclay over wireless in milliseconds The processing model we have used for all databases is an WCI1 queue [4] , where the service time is considered a general distribution and the arrival of jobs Markovian. The total delay for a single handoff process comprises of the system time for all the databases that are involved in the processing plus any transmission delays. The system time in the database in tum comprises the database processing time (or service time) plus the waiting time in the queues. The waiting time in turn depends on the arrival rate of jobs at the database.
For the MiGll queue system, using the delay parameters mentioned, the system time for a database operation can be obtained using the following equation. The 3 plots in graph 6 are for varying values of q~, for some given values of q-. In the plot q-hlm-urac, the value of qhlr = q..=, because if there is a job arriving at the URAC requesting authentication, then the HLR has to be contacted, assuming that all the requesters are fkom the same cellular network, which is true in OUT case. Further, in this plot we have assumed that the only jobs arriving at the HLR are the WLAN crossing and associated authentication requests (in then next graph we have relaxed this assumption). The other two plots assume that there could be more job arrivals at the HLR starting at the minimal value, which is equal to the job arrivals at the URAC. These are the plots where URAC loaded at 50% and 10%. The delays suffered by the user are plotted for varying loads on the HLR. It is worth noting that the delay effects due to URAC are more profound than the delay effects due to HLR, i.e. because we have provided a higher processing capacity at the HLR, which is normal to assume Graph 7 shows the delays a user may suffer if both the databases are heavily loaded. What we have not included in this study, is the effects of slow links along the signalling path. The delays are not heavy, because "forward" handoff based on the break before make principle was used, which can be accomplished very fast, though at the cost of losing some information. For voice calls such a handoff is ideal, because the QoS requirements for a voice call demands low delays with some acceptable information loss.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FlJlWRE W O K
We have introduced a cost analysis model to conduct a costing study, which can be used by vendors if they would like to study the benefits of integrating the cellular network and WLAN. Though a number of cases for study can arise under this situation, we have studied the more challenging case of a call continuity support across the two networks. We have restricted the study presented here to the support of voice calls and have madc some assumptions, to keep the presentation limited. The model and the equations (with the references provided) however can be used to extend the study to more complex models, hexagonal cells, WLAN occupying more than one cell in the Cellular networks and so on. The study can be .used for. data connections and the handoff topology modified to accommodate different handoff schemes and their associated signalling. 
